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Eleanor Of Aquitaine By The Wrath Of
God Queen Of England
The wellregarded British historian takes on Eleanor of Aquitaine,
the feisty queen who eventually married Henry of Anjou, a man
destined to become king of England. Original.
What have a deaf nun, the mother of the first baby born to
Europeans in North America, and a condemned heretic to do with
one another? They are among the virtuous virgins, marvelous
maidens, and fierce feminists of the Middle Ages who trail-blazed
paths for women today. Without those first courageous souls who
worked in fields dominated by men, women might not have the
presence they currently do in professions such as education, the
law, and literature. Focusing on women from Western Europe
between c. 300 and 1500 CE in the medieval period and richly
carpeted with detail, A Medieval Woman’s Companion offers a
wealth of information about real medieval women who are now
considered vital for understanding the Middle Ages in a full and
nuanced way. Short biographies of 20 medieval women illustrate
how they have anticipated and shaped current concerns, including
access to education; creative emotional outlets such as art, theater,
romantic fiction, and music; marriage and marital rights; fertility,
pregnancy, childbirth, contraception and gynecology; sex
trafficking and sexual violence; the balance of work and family;
faith; and disability. Their legacy abides until today in attitudes to
contemporary women that have their roots in the medieval period.
The final chapter suggests how 20th and 21st century feminist and
gender theories can be applied to and complicated by medieval
women's lives and writings. Doubly marginalized due to gender
and the remoteness of the time period, medieval women’s
accomplishments are acknowledged and presented in a way that
readers can appreciate and find inspiring. Ideal for high school
and college classroom use in courses ranging from history and
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literature to women's and gender studies, an accompanying website
with educational links, images, downloadable curriculum guide,
and interactive blog will be made available at the time of
publication.
The author harks back to the twelfth century with a sensuous and
tempestuous tale that brings vividly to life England's most
passionate and destructive royal couple: Eleanor of Aquitaine and
King Henry II. Nearing her thirtieth birthday, Eleanor has spent
the past dozen frustrating years as consort to the pious King Louis
VII of France. For all its political advantages, the marriage has
brought Eleanor only increasing unhappiness and daughters
instead of the hoped for male heir. But when the young and
dynamic Henry of Anjou arrives at the French court, Eleanor sees
a way out of her discontent. For even as their eyes meet for the
first time, the seductive Eleanor and the virile Henry know that
theirs is a passion that could ignite the world. Returning to her
duchy of Aquitaine after the annulment of her marriage to Louis,
Eleanor immediately sends for Henry, the future King of England,
to come and marry her. The union of this royal couple will create a
vast empire that stretches from the Scottish border to the Pyrenees,
and marks the beginning of the celebrated Plantagenet dynasty.
But Henry and Eleanor's marriage, charged with physical heat,
begins a fiery downward spiral marred by power struggles,
betrayals, bitter rivalries, and a devil's brood of young
Plantagenets including Richard the Lionheart and the future King
John. Early on, Eleanor must endure Henry's formidable mother,
the Empress Matilda, as well as his infidelities, while in later
years, Henry's friendship with Thomas Becket will lead to a deadly
rivalry. Eventually, as the couple's rebellious sons grow impatient
for power, the scene is set for a vicious and tragic conflict that will
engulf both Eleanor and Henry. This is an historical novel that
encompasses the building of an empire and the monumental story
of a royal marriage.
In the twelfth century, as France and England compete for
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dominion, one woman’s passions and ambitions will change history
. . . “Aquitaine is mine. It will never belong to anyone else.” With
these words, fifteen-year-old Eleanor seals her fate. Aquitaine is
under the French king’s safekeeping, and Eleanor, the Duke of
Aquitaine’s eldest daughter, knows she must wed Prince Louis in
order to insure the future of her beloved duchy. Fiercely
independent, filled with untapped desire, the woman who would be
queen must provide Louis VII, her monkish husband, with heirs.
But it is young Henry of Anjou who catches Eleanor’s eye—and
sets fire to her heart. Ruled by a raging drive to succeed, Henry
vows that he will not be cheated of his rightful place on the
English throne. Yet the newly christened Duke of Normandy is
thoroughly enraptured by the French queen. In Eleanor, Henry
knows he has found a woman whose hunger for life and glory
matches his own. So begins a passionate love that will span decades
and change the course of history.
Queen of France, Queen of England
The Autumn Throne
Eleanor of Aquitaine
The Passions of Eleanor of Aquitaine: A Novel
Patron and Politician

Eleanor of Aquitaine (1124-1204), queen of France
and England and mother of two kings, has often
been described as one of the most remarkable
women of the Middle Ages. Yet her real
achievements have been embellished--and even
obscured--by myths that have grown up over eight
centuries. This process began in her own lifetime, as
chroniclers reported rumours of her scandalous
conduct on crusade, and has continued ever since.
She has been variously viewed as an adulterous
queen, a monstrous mother and a jealous
murderess, but also as a patron of literature,
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champion of courtly love and proto-feminist
defender of women's rights. Inventing Eleanor
interrogates the myths that have grown up around
the figure of Eleanor of Aquitaine and investigates
how and why historians and artists have invented an
Eleanor who is very different from the 12th-century
queen. The book first considers the medieval
primary sources and then proceeds to trace the postmedieval development of the image of Eleanor, from
demonic queen to feminist icon, in historiography
and the broader culture.
The Son She Loved. The Betrayal She Faced. The
Legend She Became. The stunning conclusion to the
Eleanor of Aquitaine trilogy Imprisoned by her
husband. Separated from her children. If King Henry
II thought these things would push his queen into
submission, he was wrong. Eleanor of Aquitaine
refused to give into his tyranny. Freed by his death,
she became dowager Queen of England. But the
competition for land and power that Henry bred
among his sons had grown into a dangerous rivalry
that Eleanor must skillfully control. Eleanor would
need every ounce of courage and fortitude as she
crossed the Alps in winter to bring her son Richard
his bride, ransom him from imprisonment and deal
with his brother John's treachery. Her indomitable
spirit would be tested to its limits as she attempted
to keep the peace between her warring sons, fend off
enemies, and negotiate a magnificent future for a
chosen granddaughter.
Eleanor of Aquitaine Eleanor of Aquitaine became
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the queen of both France and England, the wife of
two kings, and later the mother of two kings. Heiress
to the rich French provinces of Aquitaine and Poitou,
she was undoubtedly one of medieval Europe's most
powerful and wealthy women. Inside you will read
about... - Duchess of Aquitaine, Queen of France Eleanor and King Louis Joins the Crusade - The
Royal Divorce - Continuing Conflict and Courtly Love
- At the Center of Rebellion - Fifteen Years of
Captivity And much more! Eleanor of Aquitaine has,
not surprisingly, captured many imaginations. From
inciting her sons to rebel against their father to the
tale of her "courts of love," where she reportedly
fostered the idea of courtly love and promoted the
arts, to her captivity and later tireless work to rescue
her son Richard the Lionheart from his
imprisonment, Eleanor's life is a tangle of legend
mixed with the struggle to interpret the sometimesscarce facts. This does not make it any less
fascinating-or any less worthy of study. In this book,
you will find a concise exploration of the life of one
of the medieval world's most memorable figures.
As Queen of England, Eleanor has a new cast of
enemies—including the king. Eleanor has more than
fulfilled her duty as Queen of England-she has given
her husband, Henry II, heirs to the throne and has
proven herself as a mother and ruler. But Eleanor
needs more than to be a bearer of children and a
deputy; she needs command of the throne. As her
children grow older, and her relationship with Henry
suffers from scandal and infidelity, Eleanor realizes
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the power she seeks won't be given willingly. She
must take it for herself. But even a queen must face
the consequences of treason... In this longanticipated second novel in the Eleanor of Aquitaine
trilogy, bestselling author Elizabeth Chadwick
evokes a royal marriage where love and hatred are
intertwined, and the battle over power is fought not
with swords, but deception.
A Biography
A Life
The Winter Crown
Founding an Empire
A Novel of Eleanor
Presents the life of the twelfth-century ruler, who
became the queen of France and then England, who
was an active participant in many of the rivalries
between the royal houses of the period, and was the
mother of ten children, including Richard the
Lionhearted.
New York Times bestselling author Elizabeth Chadwick
brings Eleanor of Aquitaine to life with breathtaking
historical detail in the first volume of this stunning
new trilogy. Eleanor of Aquitaine, the legendary 12th
century queen of France and later of England, is one
of the most powerful and irrepressible women in
medieval history, and her story of romance, scandal
and political intrigue has fascinated readers for
centuries. Young Eleanor (or Alienor as she was
known) has everything to look forward to as the
heiress to the wealthy Aquitaine. But when her
beloved father William X suddenly dies, childhood is
over. Sent to Paris and forced to marry Prince Louis
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VII of France, she barely adjusts before another death
catapults them to King and Queen. At the age of just
13, Eleanor must leave everything behind and learn to
navigate the complex and vivacious French court.
Faced with great scandals, trials, fraught
relationships, and forbidden love at every turn,
Eleanor finally sees what her future could hold if she
could just seize the moment. The first in this highly
anticipated trilogy, The Summer Queen follows
Eleanor through the Second Crusade to the end of her
marriage to Louis VII. The author's meticulous
research (including delving into the Akashic records)
portrays the Middle Ages and Eleanor with depth and
vivid imagery unparalleled in historical fiction that will
keep readers riveted and wanting more.
In this beautifully written biography, Alison Weir
paints a vibrant portrait of a truly exceptional woman
and provides new insights into her intimate world.
Renowned in her time for being the most beautiful
woman in Europe, the wife of two kings and mother of
three, Eleanor of Aquitaine was one of the great
heroines of the Middle Ages. At a time when women
were regarded as little more than chattel, Eleanor
managed to defy convention as she exercised power
in the political sphere and crucial influence over her
husbands and sons. Eleanor of Aquitaine lived a long
life of many contrasts, of splendor and desolation,
power and peril, and in this stunning narrative, Weir
captures the woman—and the queen—in all her glory.
With astonishing historic detail, mesmerizing
pageantry, and irresistible accounts of royal scandal
and intrigue, she recreates not only a remarkable
personality but a magnificent past era.
'Impeccably researched and beautifully written, this
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book offers a fresh perspective on one of the most
controversial queens in history. Not to be missed.'
Tracey Borman
Heroine of the Middle Ages
Eleanor, Crown Jewel of Aquitaine
Lord and Lady
The World of Eleanor of Aquitaine
Independent Spirit of the Medieval World
In When Christ and His Saints Slept master
storyteller and historian Sharon Kay Penman
illuminates one of the lesser-known but
fascinating periods of English history. The
next addition in this highly acclaimed
historical fiction series of the middle ages,
and the first of a trilogy that will tell the
story of Henry II and Eleanor of Aquitaine.
When Christ and His Saints Slept begins with
the death of King Henry I, son of William the
Conqueror and father of Maude, his only
living legitimate offspring.
New in paperback - In this biography Sara
Cockerill has gone back to the primary
sources, and the wealth of recent first-rate
scholarship, and assessed which of the claims
about Eleanor can be sustained on the
evidence.
This fascinating new biography tells the
story of one of the most influential figures
of the twelfth century, Eleanor of Aquitaine,
successively queen of France and of England.
In tracing her life story Professor Owen
reassesses her political importance during
the reigns of her husband Henry II and her
sons, Richard the Lionheart and John, and
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aims to separate the true historical Eleanor
from the Eleanor of legend.
Eleanor's patrilineal descent, from a lineage
already prestigious enough to have produced
an empress in the eleventh century, gave her
the lordship of Aquitaine. But marriage reemphasized her sex which, in the medieval
scheme of gender-power relations relegated
her to the position of Lady in relation to
her Lordly husbands. In this collection,
essays provide a context for Eleanor's life
and further an evolving understanding of
Eleanor's multifaceted career. A valuable
collection on the greatest heiress of the
medieval period.
Inventing Eleanor
Beloved Enemy
Eleanor of Aquitaine and the Four Kings
Queen of France and England, Mother of
Empires
Eleanor Of Aquitaine
"Love is for peasants," Eleanor said. "We make
alliances. And I intend to make a very good one."
Beautiful and brilliant, Eleanor is the daughter of the
duke of Aquitaine, whose glittering court is the
twelfth-century birthplace of courtly love. For all of
the duke's boasts that Eleanor has the brains of a
man and the soul of a warrior, everyone knows that a
girl of fifteen cannot possibly hold the richest
dukedom in France. Everyone, that is, except for her
dying father, who insists on leaving Eleanor his most
valuable provinces—and making her prey to the first
baron who rides in to kidnap her. In order to
safeguard her lands and her life, Eleanor devises a
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scheme to marry the heir to the throne of France.
But she must learn to be careful what she wishes for.
Eleanor's alliance to Louis VII may be a dazzling one,
but her husband is a cautious man, originally
intended for the priesthood, whose wit and courage
do not always match Eleanor's own; and she
ultimately finds herself seeking an even greater
match with Henry II of England. Sweeping from the
courts of Paris to the perils of the Crusades, Duchess
of Aquitaine gloriously illuminates the life of one of
the most powerful, resourceful, and fascinating
women in all of history.
An account of Queen Eleanor which describes her
dramatic life as a queen, her marriages, and her
contributions to that period
Eleanor of Aquitaine’s extraordinary life seems more
likely to be found in the pages of fiction. Proud
daughter of a distinguished French dynasty, she
married the king of France, Louis VII, then the king of
England, Henry II, and gave birth to two sons who
rose to take the English throne—Richard the
Lionheart and John. Renowned for her beauty,
hungry for power, headstrong, and unconventional,
Eleanor traveled on crusades, acted as regent for
Henry II and later for Richard, incited rebellion,
endured a fifteen-year imprisonment, and as an
elderly widow still wielded political power with
energy and enthusiasm. This gripping biography is
the definitive account of the most important queen
of the Middle Ages. Ralph Turner, a leading historian
of the twelfth century, strips away the myths that
have accumulated around Eleanor—the “black
legend” of her sexual appetite, for example—and
challenges the accounts that relegate her to the
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shadows of the kings she married and bore. Turner
focuses on a wealth of primary sources, including a
collection of Eleanor’s own documents not previously
accessible to scholars, and portrays a woman who
sought control of her own destiny in the face of
forceful resistance. A queen of unparalleled appeal,
Eleanor of Aquitaine retains her power to fascinate
even 800 years after her death.
Acclaimed as the most beautiful woman of her time,
Eleanor of Aquitaine uniquely shaped 12th-century
Europe. As the wife of two kings and the mother of
three others, her beauty, grace, style, and intellect
captivated a continent. At a time when men regarded
women as little more than personal property to be
owned and exploited, Eleanor threw off the shackles
of male dominance and scribed an indelible mark on
the history of France and England. As France's
queen, Eleanor accompanied Louis VII on the Second
Crusade to the Holy Land and championed a
burgeoning feminist movement. After divorcing
Louis, she married Henry II of England. Her marriage
to Henry upset the balance of power in Europe and
led to 300 years of warfare before its restoration.
Perhaps best remembered as a symbol of courtly
love, Eleanor of Aquitaine also continues to personify
the proud image of emancipated womanhood.
Queen Eleanor
Eleanor of Aquitaine: The Mother Queen of the
Middle Ages
By the Wrath of God, Queen of England
The Life and Times of Eleanor of Aquitaine
A Life from Beginning to End

A biography of the twelfth-century
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queen, first of France, then of
England, who was the very lively wife
of Henry II and mother of several
notable sons, including Richard the
Lionhearted.
A revisionist approach to Eleanor of
Aquitaine and the political, social,
cultural and religious world in which
she lived.
Eleanor of Aquitaine was the wife of
two kings, Louis VII of France and
Henry II Plantagenet of England, and
the mother of two others, Richard the
Lionhearted and John Lackland. In her
eventful, often stormy life, she not
only influenced the course of events in
the twelfth century but also encouraged
remarkable advances in the literary and
fine arts. In this book, experts in
five disciplines—history, art history,
music, French and English
literature—evaluate the influence of
Eleanor and her court on history and
the arts. Elizabeth A. R. Brown views
Eleanor as having played a significant
role as parent and politician, but not
as patron. Rebecca A. Baltzer takes a
new look at the music of the period
that was written by and for Eleanor,
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her court, and her family. Moshé Lazar
reexamines her relationship to the
courtly-love literature of the period.
Eleanor S. Greenhill and Larry M. Ayres
reassess her influence in the realm of
art history. Rossell Hope Robbins
traces the lines extending from the
French courtly literature of Eleanor's
period down into fourteenth-century
Chaucerian England. The essays reflect
divergent but generally complementary
assessments of this remarkable woman's
influence on her own era and on future
times as well. This volume is the
result of a symposium held at the
University of Texas in 1973.
The sequel to Sharon Kay Penman's
acclaimed novel When Christ and His
Saints Slept, Time and Chance recounts
the tempestuous marriage of Eleanor of
Aquitaine and Henry II in a magnificent
story of love, power, ambition, and
betrayal. He was nineteen when they
married, she eleven years his senior,
newly divorced from the King of France.
She was beautiful, headstrong,
intelligent, and rich. It was said he
was Fortune's favorite, but he said a
man makes his own luck. Within two
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years, Henry had made his, winning the
throne of England and exercising
extraordinary statecraft skills to
control his unruly barons, expand his
own powers, and restore peace to a land
long torn by banditry and bloodshed.
Only in one instance did Henry err:
Elevating his good friend and confidant
Thomas Becket to be Archbishop of
Canterbury, he thought to gain control
over the Church itself. But the once
worldly Becket suddenly discovered God,
and their alliance withered in the heat
of his newfound zeal. What Becket saw
as a holy mission-to protect the Church
against State encroachments-Henry saw
as arrant betrayal, and they were
launched inevitably on the road to
murder. Rich in character and color,
true to the historical details,
sensitive to the complex emotions of
these men and women, Time and Chance
recreates their story with all the
drama, pain, and passion of the moment.
A Novel
Time and Chance
The Medieval and Post-Medieval Image of
Eleanor of Aquitaine
The Mother Queen
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Eleanor of Aquitaine and the High
Middle Ages
The author offers an accessible overview of the vibrant
personal and intellectual developments in the medieval
court and monasteries during Eleanor of Aquitaine's
lifetime. Primary documents, biographical material and
thematic chapters bring this unique period to life.
Eleanor of Aquitaine lived in a remarkable age. The 12th
century saw significant advances in both the intellectual
and emotional spheres. Scholars explored new areas of
philosophy and science and also began to reflect on
relationships and what it meant to be human and an
individual. For the troubadours and the writers of the new
romances, who composed in vernacular language, the
focus of their works was the expression of personal
feelings and the image of the feminine. Women had had
more significant parts to play in the first millennium than
in the second, because with the militarization of Europe
and the emergence of universities, from which women
were excluded, they lost much of their influence. This
created an imbalance in society and it is within this
context that Eleanor's life should be reviewed. The period
is sometimes called the Twelfth Century Awakening due
to the outpouring of extraordinary intellectual inquiry and
discovery. Cathedral schools and universities, Islamic
influence on European thought, the classical revival,
vernacular literature, and Gothic architecture all exerted
powerful pulls on the era's culture and politics. Accounts
of Eleanor of Aquitaine's life provides a rare glimpse into
women's lives during the medieval period, and though an
admittedly extraordinary figure, we are able to draw some
general conclusions about marriage and motherhood.
Troubadours and courtly love, which revolved around
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declarations of service, devotion, and passion, and an
emerging sense of the self. Thematic chapters hit the
major topics, laying them out in clear and easy-to-follow
writing. Nineteen biographical sketches bring to life the
topics, and 15 primary documents, including songs,
letters, and poems provide a close-up glimpse of how the
people of the time saw their own world. Genealogical
tables, maps, chronology, and a timeline provide useful
and information quickly. The book concludes with an
annotated bibliography and an index.
For more than sixty years, Queen Eleanor of Aquitaine
was involved in all the important events in twelfthcentury France and England. This wonderful book tells
her tale in exquisite detail, from describing the
fashionable furs and luxurious clothing she carried with
her, to vivid descriptions of the court of medieval France.
It recounts the harrowing battles in the Holy Land as well
as the true-to-life discussions of Eleanor s many love
interests. Filled with hard-to-find images including a
photo of the only remaining sculpture of the famous
queen this is a fascinating and visually stunning book.
"Marion Meade has told the story of Eleanor, wild,
devious, from a thoroughly historical but different point
of view: a woman's point of view."—Allene Talmey, Vogue.
A riveting novel of Eleanor of Aquitaine's early adult
years from the author of The Virgin Widow. Orphaned at
a young age, Eleanor, Duchess of Aquitaine, seeks a
strong husband to keep her hold on the vast lands that
have made her the most powerful heiress in Europe. But
her arranged marriage to Louis VII, King of France, is
made disastrous by Louis's weakness of will and
fanatical devotion to the Church. Eleanor defies her
husband by risking her life on an adventurous Crusade,
and even challenges the Pope himself. And in young,
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brilliant, mercurial Henry d'Anjou, she finds her soul
mate-the one man who is audacious enough to claim her
for his own and make her Queen of England.
A Medieval Woman's Companion
Queen of the Troubadours
Henry II and Eleanor of Aquitaine
Queen Defiant
Duchess of Aquitaine

The powerful medieval couple who formed an
empire beyond England, and whose children
included Richard the Lionheart and King John.
The story of an ambitious princess and heiress that
captures this legendary medieval queen in all of her
beauty and political intrigue. “A monstrous injurer of
heaven and earth,” as Shakespeare referred to this
powerful medieval matriarch, Eleanor of Aquitaine’s
reign as England’s stormiest and most ambitious
queen has never been matched. As the greatest
heiress in Europe, she was in turn Queen of France
and Queen of England; among her sons were
Richard the Lionheart and King John. A magnificent
independent ruler in her own right, she lost her
power when she married Louis VII of France. She
received neither influence nor fame by her second
marriage to King Henry II, who jailed her for fifteen
years for conspiring and supporting their son’s claim
to the throne. Her husband was succeeded by their
son, King Richard the Lionheart, who immediately
released his mother from prison. Eleanor then acted
as Regent while Richard launched the Third
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Crusade. Her loveliness and glamour, her throwingoff of the constraints that shackled women of the
twelfth century, and her very real gifts as a politician
and ruler make Eleanor’s story one of the most
colorful of the High Middle Ages.
In addition to being queen consort of both Louis VII
of France and Henry II of England, she was also the
mother of Richard I the Lion-Heart and John of
England.
This volume is a biography of Eleanor of Aquitaine
(ca.1122-1204) one of the wealthiest and most
powerful women in Western Europe during the High
Middle Ages. First, she became First Lady of France
as the wife of Louis VII, and then First Lady of
England when she next married Henry II. Many saw
her as a ruthless hellcat, governed by a lust for
power, who schemed against her husband and
dominated the lives of her sons, Richard the
Lionheart and King John. Shakespeare portrayed
her as a "monstrous injurer of heaven and earth."
Yet there was another side to this powerful queen
consort. Worshipped by men and idealized in the
songs of the troubadours, she was the sex symbol of
her age. She also became renowned as a generous
and strong ruler, throwing off the constraints that
shackled twelfth-century women. Among her
achievements was her patronage of the abbey at
Fontevrault, a refuge for battered wives.
Captive Queen
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A Novel of Eleanor of Aquitaine
The Queen who Rode Off to Battle
Queen and Legend
The Richest Queen in Medieval Europe
One of history’s greatest women, celebrated
by her contemporaries, descendants, and
biographers, now comes to life in this
mesmerizing new novel by bestselling author
Pamela Kaufman. In 1137, fifteen-year-old
Eleanor became Duchess of Aquitaine, a
wealthy and powerful province in the south of
France. Rich and influential in her own right,
her tumultuous marriages thrust Eleanor into
the political and cultural spotlight, where she
would remain for more than half a century.
Still in her teens, young Eleanor of Aquitaine
married Louis VII of France, a sickly religious
fanatic so obsessed with fears of adultery that
he kept his beautiful wife under lock and key,
even forcing her to go on a long and
dangerous crusade with him. But Eleanor was
delighted by the freedom of the crusader’s
life. Her handsome Aquitanian knights, her
deeds on horseback, and her scandalous
attire were the talk of Europe; it soon became
clear that Louis’s young wife was more than
he could handle. A lifelong rebel, Eleanor
would defy her husband and the Church, and
eventually strong-arm the Pope into annulling
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her unhappy marriage. Once free of Louis,
Eleanor thought to marry Baron Rancon, her
childhood love, but found herself forced into
another political marriage, this time with a
younger and more dangerous husband—Henry
II of England, a ruthless soldier known
throughout Europe as “the red star of
malice.” In Henry Eleanor found a man whose
iron will and political cunning matched her
own, but the marriage was a bitter and brutal
one, which escalated into open warfare when
Eleanor backed their sons in an armed
rebellion against Henry. Vowing revenge, he
imprisoned her for fifteen years, hoping she
would die in obscurity. But Eleanor would not
go quietly. In prison, she wrote her memoir;
this is Eleanor’s book.
Eleanor, Duchess of Aquitaine was one of the
leading personalities of the Middle Ages and
also one of the most controversial. She was
beautiful, intelligent and wilful, and in her
lifetime there were rumours about her that
were not without substance. She had been
reared in a relaxed and licentious court where
the arts of the troubadours flourished, and
was even said to have presided over the fabled
Courts of Love. Eleanor married in turn Louis
VII of France and Henry II of England, and
was the mother of Richard the Lionheart and
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King John. She lived to be 82, but it was only
in old age that she triumphed over the
adversities and tragedies of her earlier years
and became virtual ruler of England. Eleanor
has exerted a fascination over writers and
biographers for 800 years, but the prevailing
myths and legends that attach to her name
still tend to obscure the truth. By careful
research, Alison Weir has produced a vivid
biography with a fresh and provocative
perspective on this extraordinary woman.
A biography of the twelfth-century queen,
first of France, then of England, who was the
wife of Henry II also discusses life in the
Middle Ages.
Eleanor of Acquitaine has been waiting in
Heaven for a long time to be reunited with
her second husband, Henry II of England.
Finally, the day has come when Henry will be
judged for admission--and while Eleanor
waits, three people close to her during
various times of her life join her, helping to
distract her and providing a rich portrait of a
remarkable woman in history.
Literature and Society in Southern France
Between the Eleventh and Thirteenth
Centuries
When Christ and His Saints Slept
Eleanor of Aquitaine, Courtly Love, and the
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Troubadours
The Book of Eleanor
A Proud Taste for Scarlet and Miniver
Eleanor of Aquitaine was a remarkable woman. She was
an important factor in the reign of four kings, lived to the
ripe old age of 82, bore 10 children and outlived all but
two of them. In an age of men, she was indeed a powerful
woman. With astonishing historic detail, mesmerizing
pageantry, and irresistible accounts of royal scandal and
intrigue, Weir re-creates not only a remarkable
personality, but a magnificent past era. As Weir traces the
fascinating intersection of public and private lives in
Europe's twelfth-century courts, Eleanor comes to life as a
complex, boldly original woman who transcended the
mores of society. Later, after sixteen years of
imprisonment for plotting to overthrow Henry, the
humbled Queen emerged, at age sixty-seven, to rule
England.
The diary of Eleanor, first daughter of the duke of
Aquitaine, from 1136 until 1137, when at age fifteen she
becomes queen of France. Includes historical notes on her
later life.
Women's Lives in the European Middle Ages
Summer Queen
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